Lisbon Post Tour
(3 days / 2 nights)

NOV 2016

PORTO ˙ PORTUGAL

Lisbon, a capital
with tradition and modernity

Lisbon is known as the white city, thanks to its unique
luminosity. The light, the atmosphere and the climate
offer marvellous walks all over the city. It has a beauty
that extends beyond the monuments, which can be
experienced in the streets, that is embraced with
all the senses. Exceptional natural light, which has
long inspired writers, photographs and filmmakers,
the brightly coloured buildings straddling the
slopes, the striking ochre of the roofs, the tiling on so
many facades and the narrow twisting alleys of the
medieval districts bestow Lisbon with the peculiar
atmosphere of a city perched somewhere between
the European north and the Mediterranean south.
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This Lisbon tour includes:
Two nights at the Lisbon Historic Pousada
(Historic luxury hotel, central location, river side)
The delightful Pousada of Lisbon is located at the city center, in the square Praça do Comércio, one of
the most beautiful squares in Europe. The imposing square opens to the Tejo River and from here one
can walk to the Lisbon downtown and to the charming Rossio square. The century old winding streets
lead up to the Castle of St Jorge or to the lively Chiado and Bairro Alto quarters. The Pousada sits in a
magnificent stately building restored recently and now transformed into a luxurious hotel offering 90
rooms, a spa, swimming pool and fitness center, two bars and a restaurant.
Wine visit at the José Maria da Fonseca wine cellars, in the Setubal wine region
The wine cellar has the name of its founder, born in 1804, José Maria da Fonseca. Man of a wide
vision, José Maria da Fonseca was pioneer in the Portuguese viticulture. In its museum, ancient
house of the family, one can see the original cellars where are aged the wines and where the barrels
are harmoniously placed. Nowadays is counted amongst the most modern wineries in Portugal and
produces the renewed fortified wine Moscatel of Setúbal, a treasure amongst Portuguese wines. The
guided visit to the cellars will end with a tasting of great wines.
Price: 280 Euros / person for a minimum of 2 persons.
To make a reservation please contact: info@wineandnatureporto2016.com
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